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1 - let's hit the road!!!

Nutty lifty shifty petunia flaky giggles Bombay flippy fliqpy flombay and handy and hammer and ect..were
going on a picnic nutty: come on lammy we need to go!! Lammy: don't fudgeing rush me!! Nutty: sorry
sweet heart.. Lammy the walked pass nutty and the 4th row shifty(being shifty) tripped lammy and
making lammy fall into his lap lammy: shifty!! (blush) shifty:uh....hi? Lammy Hehehe!! Then kissed shifty
on the cheek and walked to her seat next to giggles giggles:ohhh you bad lamb!! Lammy: what do you
mean? Giggles you know your already taken and your showing shifty your NOT and when nutty finds
out... Lammy: oh my glob your right!!! Lifty: shifty yo shifty shifty!?!? Shifty in Wonderland shifty:lalala
slap lifty: shifty!shifty what oh what lifty? Lifty: did you just kiss lammy? Shifty: no she (blush) kissed me
lifty oh... Ok in the front of the bus thingy flaky:nutty where are we going? Nutty. . . Flaky then walked up
to nutty to find...



2 - every thing went downhill real fast...

Nutty was sleeping!!!! Flaky then violently shuck nutty flaky: nutty wake up!!!!! Nutty: eh.. Oh ( yawny
yawn) hi flaky then shivering uncontrollably pointed at the windshield the was a strong river in view nutty:
HOLY SOUP!!!!then started turning the steering wheel in all directions!! (GASP!!!!!) then a picture of a
break ing stop car thingy came into his mind with everyone screaming in fear nutty looked down and saw
a paper it said ( dear driver the break broke of during my test driving therefore nothing is here signed
nuTtY :3 nutty: oh yah that's right by that time . . . Water was flowing inside!!(DUN DUN DUN D:) nutty:
close the- his words were cut of by flowing water the windows were closed so much pressure on them
made them burst!!! ( one thing everyone was alive and some what ok for now >:D suspenseful isn't it?



3 - berry,forest,sky and jungle

Babababababababababanablahblah title is real chapter is not yay!!!



4 - lifty and flippy's fight

On the forest ground we see lifty laying on the ground somewhat lifeless.... Lifty: ow my leg hurts like
heck lifty looks down and panics to see his leg covered in shards of glass it seams shifty over herd
shifty: huh? Ow may head hurts ... Lifty? Lifty!?!? Shifty walks over to the spazing lifty shifty: you alright?
Lifty. . . Shifty: *sigh* ok then giggles walked over giggles: what's with him? Shifty: glass giggles: oh i can
fix that giggles walked away for five minutes and came back with a cocoanuty shifty: why do you..
Giggles then hit lifty on the head with it giggles: that's why shifty: oh... Shifty( having a strong relationship
with his little bro) dragged lifty to a nearby hut giggles: not in there shifty shifty: why? Giggles: it's where
we sleep over there is where he needs to go shifty shifty: oh.. Kk shifty did as told ( sense it's going to be
a long time til we get to the titles meaning let's skip ahead) LATER lifty: ugh ow my head hurts flaky?
Flaky: oh you awake hi!! Lifty: ? ? Flaky then sat next to him flaky your funny!! Lifty: ( blush) aw..thanks!!!
Flaky then said flaky: kiss me lifty: ok!!!!! So they did of course flippy wanted to play hide and seek with
her nutty petunia shifty flippy went inside to flippy's surprise he saw them( haven it all out) flippy;
flaky!?!?! Flaky looked over to see a very mad flippy flaky: i-its not what y-you think!!! Lifty looking very
confident walked over to flippy and said lifty: look here flippy you had your chance and you blew it she's
mine now flippy feeling very frustrated trying to decide how to punish flaky of lifty then he made up his
mind and punched...



5 - let's hit the road!!! not!!

Apples!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!



6 - silver?

Flaky flaky didn't want to pick a fight she loved flippy and he feels the same flippy still in anger grabbed a
needle lifty aware of him lifty: wait man no need for that!!!! Flippy apparently ignored and missed flaky
had crawled to where flippy was but in all the madness(SPATA!!!!!!!!!!)flippy accidentally hit flaky Again
flaky then tugged on his jacket flippy looked down at her flippy dropped the needle he had lifty took
action and knocked flippy out lifty: there!!!!! Flaky: lifty what the fudge!?!?!? Lifty: what? Flippy is a
danger!! And can't believe you would choose this guy over me!!!! flaky: he's...i don't know... Shifty came
flying past both of them and hit the wall head first flombay: what the fudge!?!? Flaky pointed at lifty lifty
pointed at flaky flaky: you know what i don't have time for this crud screw all of you!!!!!! Flaky stormed
out flombay nutty and silver investigated silver silver: why are we investigating? Flombay: . . . I don't
know... Nutty: dragged flippy outside flombay: lifty why did you do it!?!? Lifty: he's a danger!!!!! Flombay:
no he's not he's he's a emotionally tattered bear :C meanie lifty: forget this lifty walked out as well



7 - close to home

Flaky on the other hand... Was walking to a hot spring she found flaky then took off the skirt she had on
and went in flaky: ugh i can't believe im stuck here with these dumb people lifty is being a whore (flaky
gets up) you know what i don't need these people!!! Im finding home myself!!!! Flaky is last seen walking
into the jungle BACK AT CAMPSITE flippy wakes up flippy: flaky?!? Flippy apparently wanted to find
here but she was gone nutty: hi! Flippy: nutty did you see flaky!? Nutty no... Why? Giggles: cuz she's
been gone for 3 hours im worried she said she was going to the,hot spring lifty: DUH look there giggles: i
did and i found this paper it's addressed to flippy flippy looked over flippy: me? Flippy opened the letter it
said what flaky had done flippy: flaky left!?!?!? Giggles looked at the letter giggles: apparently so... We
have to find her!!! Lifty looked at the paper as well lifty: but where she's going is,in Japanese sliver over
herd sliver: i read Japanese! Sliver read the little sentence sliver: she's going home
everyone:HOME!?!?!? Lifty: she's stupid to think she can go home!!!! Giggles: oh noes!!!!! She'll get
lost!!! Flippy though about it he though it was his fault then before anyone noticed it was night time lifty(
by me making him a wolf on moon nights) felt nervous no one knew of his "issues" and shifty pulled him
over to a nearby hut shifty: you better not flip!!! Lifty: I'll try it's hard to shifty was watched by toothy and
sky sky: cool!! ( lifty and shifty turn around) your a wolverine!!!?? Toothy: that is awesome!!!! Lifty: no im
not!! Sky: LIAR!!!! we herd your conversation toothy: yah!!! Lifty felling tense had a stupid look on his
face hopping they would buy it... If not he would have some MAJOR issues to deal,with....



8 - FLOOD

Toothy was just about to say something until the 4 herd giggles screaming giggles: OMFG THERE'S A
FLOOD!!!!!! The 4 : A FLOOD!?!? Shifty: how the hel- before he knew it he was in water shifty: not too
much of a flood to me.. He looked over to see nutty looking at a over flowed river bank putting water on
the land nutty then looked to his left and saw....... Shifty nutty: what? Lifty wasn't paying attention either
but then he felt a cold hand touch him he looked to his left and right but....no one was there lifty then felt
like he had tapped on the tail this made him slightly mad so he turned in all directions but still...no one
was there until a ghost girl and Carri was right behind him (carri and lifty know each other) lifty was
frighten to see he dazed out for a minute carri: HI!!! Um lifty are you ok? Lifty was breathing fast and
slowly slowed down lifty: WHAT THE HELL YOU SCARED THE CRAP OUT OF ME!!!!!! Carri just
laughed at that carri: hehehehe!! that's funny!!! Lifty gave her a pissed look and then did a face palm lifty:
CAN YOU BE SERIOUS FOR ONCE!?!? Carri just ignored and keep laughing away carri: no way all
work and no play makes me a boring girl and you are boring!! Take a joke!! Lifty was just about to say
something until shifty jumped him lifty pissed and on the ground yelled at his brother which turned into a
fight (yes with tail pulling punches kicks and whatever else you can think of ) 10 minutes later it started
to get real violent(sucker punches drop kicks and powerful slaps) soon after the ground started to get
bloody then it had to be stopped so petunia stepped in but just get punched when this happened the
boys stopped in the tracks this made petunia pissed as hell!!! And then ended up knocking out both
stupid raccoons then flippy: HEY!!! SHUT UP IM TRYING TO SLEEP!!! IM TIRED AS A MOTHER
FRITTER!!!!!



9 - idk...

Later ) shifty and lifty stopped and..took a nap? Flippy was happy and went back to sleep and then later
onpetunia:well then...um well I'm going to fix my hair so bye...
And for no reson lifty woke up and accidently slapped shifty
Lifty: SEA BISCUITS!!!!!!
shifty: ow!! Jerk???
Lifty: hehehehe!!!!
shifty: meanie...hey where's silver?
silver comes running down the grass walkway being chased by shadow and then silver tripped and fell
Shadow: haha!!!
and then out of no where (this was later in the night ) a UFHC came!!! *Note UFHC stands for
unidentified flying hamster craft * but here the thing lifty and shifty are retry the only ones there everyone
left to find flaky
Lifty herd the noise and woke up
Lifty: hey shifty did you hear that?
shifty: huh..what? Oh um...no
Lifty: well I'm going outside to see
Shifty: sense I have enough sense to watch you because you are younger and dumber than me I will go
too!! :3
Lifty: what do you mean by DUMBER!?
shifty: I'll explain later (grabs lifty ) let's go!!!
OUTSIDE
shifty and lifty stood outside in shock as they slowly flew of the ground
Lifty:SHIFTY!!!!!
shifty:oh shoot....
Then nutty and carri saw it
nutty: WTF IS THAT!?!?
carri: idk but its taking lifty and shifty!!!!!
Nutty: what do we do!?!?
carri was thinking but couldnt of anything
Carri: i dont know
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